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Ramadan Activities 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 
� �� ��,+* ا()'از$#، و �� �,+* أ(< (A0B و(A0B، @ن ا(< =�� ا()>;ر 78+9 �6ل و�4#ج و�#وح �01/ ا(.#او$- و

 AD;E FB(9 GHإذا آ L0BM آ;ن ') N,0,9 9+78 (' آ;ن /M ،ن;O9#= P<Qز$# ارت;M')ن وا;O9#= P<Qارت A0B)و A0B)
 ،7B,S)وح ا#��4#ج M/ رO9;ن  78+9 ،/=;Sا()>;ر أو أخ#ج 9* أص �� أذاآ# =��Vأو أ P�#.�Wا X0Y ��Vأ X =

GH$ة ز�B,)ا. ا N+D7 79 أB,S)ا X = /V[ت X = ك;Hه �@9;آ7 @ن أ�.; 9+78 ت#وح  ت)># وت �� (_;$A ا(,S'ر BM^ ت �
 /M أوزل A+$�� وت]V/ ا(b;9* ا@زه# وت]V/ ا(+a;H` ا( �$+A، خ;ن ا(0B04/، ت]V/ هH;ك ا('ر$^، ا(+a;H` ا( b,+)ا

#19 c$ر;.= P<Qإ(/ ارت `a;H+)ا ،A0B+b)ا `a;H+)19#، ا .' B= ;dBM #bE Nإ(/ ل آ c$ا(.;ر /M N1E ث�E X0Y
^BM XHQه' ت . ;dB) X QB= ن;O9#= f= ن;O9ر #Bg /Mن و;O9ر /M ;dEو#� 78+9 ،A$#hأ `a;H9 ،ا�D A0B+D `a;H9

/��#وح �.+X0Y Xi ا(a . ،NBH�L ت; ;H;دت�4#ج آ� ،kض#= m);خ ^B�����، أ��� و78+9 �4#ج خ#وD;ت ت;�"!وح ا
��)># هH;ك،  ،7B,S)وح ا#� AD;E#S,..    

 
 
English translation: 
 
Man: After Iftar,1 we can leave, and depart and go to pray Tarawih2 and … ah … stay 
and listen to the … ah …  Fawazeer,3 and watch, and we sit and listen to the Arabian 
Nights, because the Arabian Nights are connected to Ramadan; and the Fawazeer are 
connected to Ramadan4. There is, if possible, a [TV] series, if it was a film. If there is 
nothing, I surf the internet, or study after the Iftar, or go out with my friends. We might 
go out during Ramadan to go the Hussein,5 Saida Zainab.6 
 
The Hussein is among the most beautiful places, because it’s permitted that you go to 
have the Iftar and sit until the suhoor7 in it. You sit there and find over there the mosque, 
and you find al-Azhar8 Mosque. And you find the old places: Khan el-Khalili9; you find 
over there the Ghouria.10  The places, the places that are very old in Egypt … the 
beautiful places, the places that have been connected with Egypt’s history. Each stone in 
them talks about an event that happened during the date it was built. Very beautiful 
places, historical places -- we could go to them in Ramadan, and not during Ramadan but 
in Ramadan, they have another taste. And we can go to other places, absolutely. [We] 
also go, as usual, to go to walk along the Nile; we go to the cinema. But the most 
beautiful thing is to go to the Hussein to eat over there, to eat the suhoor.      
                                                 
1 Iftar is the meal eaten at the end of the day in Ramadan.  
2 Tarawih is a prayer done in a group after dusk.  
3 Fawazeer is a group of traditional riddles played on TV and accompanied by music and dance.  
4 Ramadan is the ninth month in Islamic calendar. 
5 “Hussein” is a holy Islamic shrine in Cairo that commemorates the grandson of Prophet Mohamed whose 
name is Hussein.  
6 “Saida Zainab” is a holy Islamic shrine in Cairo that observes Zainab, the daughter of Imam Ali who is 
the Prophet’s cousin.   
7 Suhoor is the early breakfast during Ramadan.  
8 “al-Azhar” is a old mosque and University in Cairo. 
9 “Khan el Khalili” is an old market in downtown Cairo. The district is one of Cairo's main attractions for 
tourists and Egyptians alike. 
10 “Ghouria” is an old district downtown Cairo.  
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